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BOTTLE MADNESS
Stretford's plastic waste displayed in
quadrant garden

CLIMATE PROTEST
Thousands of protesters occupy London

ARE ZOOS FAIR?

Ishaa and Amaad ask whether zoos are the
best thing for animals

BOTTLE MADNESS
Stretford uses 1,000 plastic bottles per week!

Before Easter, Mr Cooke piled up all the plastic bottles used in this school to
bring to our attention to how many plastic bottles we waste each week.
Plastic bottles are made from oil, so buying drinks with plastic bottles helps to
support the fossil fuel industry, which is bad for the environment and causes
global warming. We should recycle because it is very bad for the environment.
On average, 100,000 sea mammals are killed due to plastic every year. Plastic
bottles contain Bisphenol A (BPA), the chemical used to make the plastic hard
and clear. BPA is something called an endocrine disruptor which has been
proven to be harmful to human health. Also we are just piling up plastic in the
ocean and islands have formed from plastic bottles. This shows how big the
amount of plastic we waste is.

Say NO to plastic bottles and YES to a
brighter future!
Mr Cooke is saying that he would like it if we brought water fountains back.
These give free water and do not waste water. The last time we had water
fountains, they were removed because people thought they weren’t hygienic,
but also because they got damaged. Will the result just be like before?
Maybe there are some problems with water fountains however it is better than
wasting a plastic bottle for the same thing. We have to think about the planet
and make smart choices about recycling or many species will become extinct
because our choices. Scientists have predicted that 700 marine species will
become extinct due to plastic waste ending up in the oceans.
To tackle this issue in our school, Mr Cooke came up with the idea to collect
plastic bottles over the period of one week in our school. In total he collected…
1,000 plastic bottles! How horrendous!
These bottles are now going to be turned into a display for everyone to see
and learn about how bad the situation is. Many people have decided to buy
reusable bottles for themselves to reduce plastic waste; others have decided to
buy more to come and give to Mr Cooke to add to the pile.
I feel that we are now more alert about our choices when recycling and
knowing that we could dramatically change the future by the choices we make
about recycling today. Say ‘no’ to plastic bottles and ‘yes’ to a brighter future!
Aisha Mukadam

LONDON CLIMATE PROTESTS
Protesters arrested to save the planet

Over the past week there have been protests in London about global warming.
It has been all over the news, the radio and the internet. A group called
Extinction Rebellion blocked off four places in the centre of London, stopping
cars from driving into it. During that week the pollution in those areas dropped
significantly and once the cars were back pollution rose again. People in
London enjoyed being able to walk down the street without having to check for
cars. Lots of protesters got arrested but some were only locked up for 30 mins
because there were so many people getting arrested. Some police sided with
the protesters but they still had to do their jobs.
A lot of people are surprised the protesters are willing to be arrested but the
protesters felt the only way to let people know was to draw attention to it and
if that means getting arrested, so be it.

CLIMATE PROTESTS LONDON
Protesters arrested to save the planet
Many of the protesters believe that the government is not doing enough to
stop global warming; they believed that by participating in this protest,
parliament would give this more attention. The Environment Minister said “The
activists’ point had been made.” Others in a role of authority, took this to heart
and did something about it; Sadiq Khan, the Mayor of London, has declared
the first ever London Climate Action Week. This will take place between 1st 8th July 2019. As you now know, this is an almost immediate action that has
taken place. Fortunately, parliament has since voted to declare a state of
climate emergency, making the UK the first country to do this!
All humans are causing global warming. The main way we cause global
warming is by burning fossil fuels which release carbon dioxide. Also by
eating meat. Cows contribute to global warming by releasing methane through
farts! Another way global warming is caused is by cutting down trees.The
best ways for normal people to fight climate change are:
Reduce the amount of meat you eat.
Walk instead of driving your car.
Use reusable cups. (NO PLASTIC BOTTLES!)
Use energy-efficient light bulbs.
Unplug computers, TVs and other electronics when you’re not using them.
Don’t waste food.
Switching your home energy provider to a renewable one.
Having shorter showers
Putting your washing machine on a cold wash.

Aisha Mukadam | Tauseef Mukadam | Christopher Unsworth

HISTORY CLUB

Mr Neilson's club is awesome

Recently Mr Neilson has started an exciting new history club at Stretford High
School every Wednesday evening. Luke, Alfie and Raja have been going every
week and thoroughly enjoying themselves, so they decided to interview Mr
Neilson about the progression of the club.
Alfie: Why did you feel the need to start history club?
TNE: Well, I thought it was a fantastic opportunity for Stretford High’s budding
historians to get more involved in the subject in a even more fun way than they
might do in lessons. So we’re doing a little less writing and a bit more fun and
I think so far we’re really enjoying it.
Alfie: What have you done in history club so far?
TNE: We have done a variety of things including the British Empire, the Romans,
we’ve looked at the First World War, We started off with an investigation on
Jack the Ripper. We’re mostly looking at what the students want to do.

HISTORY CLUB

Mr Neilson's club is awesome
Raja: Do you think letting the students pick what they want to study will
encourage more students to pick history as a chosen subject?
TNE: Absolutely yeah, I think there is a lot in history and I think if you are
really interested in history you don’t just have to look at the stuff we are in
school. It should encourage you to go out and learn more about the world.
Raja: So people that come to history club, what do you want them to aspire to
be?
TNE: I would like you to be curious, really you can do anything, and by being
curious you can do anything. It makes you more interesting.
Raja: Why should people come to history club?
TNE: ‘Cause it’s a really fun way to learn a little bit more about the world. And I
think it’s an opportunity to ask questions and discover.
A few weeks ago we pretended to be in the trenches in First World War. Mr
Neilson made trenches using the tables and we all threw paper bombs at the
teachers. Last week we learnt about the Battle of Agincourt, where England beat
France in 1415.

Raja Rattan | Luke Matthew | Alfie O'Shea

ZOO OR HELL?

Are zoos the right place for wild animals?

What are zoos? To you, zoos may be an amazing place where anyone can go to see any
animal they want. However, if you look at it from an animal’s point of view, it’s a prison.
They have no peace, no privacy or dignity. Animals can’t talk. They have no freedom. They
don’t get to choose what they eat, and they get stressed.
Some people may think that zoos are good because they protect endangered animals, stop
extinction, and stop animals from being killed. But in zoos, animals are stuck in one
habitat, see the same place every day and can’t hunt for food as they would in the wild.
Captive animals are at risk of dying because some zoos can’t look after them
properly, or don’t have the proper food or equipment to deal with them.
People have lots of different opinions about zoos. Alfie O’Shea says, “I think that zoos are
a good idea as long as they are kept in good conditions and it is sanitary. But there are
many other ways we could look after animals.”
Clearly animals are from the wild and they belong in their natural habitat. We should not
mess with something that does not belong in captivity. If we were locked up, with food we
didn’t like, and put in chains, would we like it?
Do you think zoos are beneficial, or cruel and useless? Let us know what you think!

Ishaa Khaliq | Amaad Hussain

FOOTBALL

Jaden tells us why he likes playing football on the rear yard

Football on the rear basketball court is on every day at break and
lunch. Year 7s, 8s and 9s are all allowed to play together. Girls and
boys are allowed, but most of the Year 8s and 7s are just boys at the
moment, so we’re hoping to get some girls involved! Personally I think
it’s a good way to keep fit, active and healthy. I bring the ball myself
so we can play football.
Football at break and lunch is a good time to show off everyone's
football skills, because everyone can get better and better everyday
while playing football. Football increases your aerobic capacity and
cardiovascular health, lowers body fat and improves muscle tone,
builds strength, flexibility and endurance, increases bone strength, and
improves health due to shifts between walking, running and sprinting.

"...everyone can get better and
better everyday."
I interviewed Tauseef about his opinion on football in the rear yard:
What do you like about football?
Tauseef: I like interacting with others.
What do you dislike about football?
Tauseef: Getting tripped over
Final question: who is the most skilled person when we play in the
backyard?
Tauseef: Probably Abdirahman Ahmed
I personally think that football is energetic and fun, even if it can get a
bit crazy sometimes! In my opinion, I think Vishaal Singh Chauhan is
probably the best player, he has excellent communication and
teamwork skills.

Jaden Johnson-Davis

CRICKET

Amaad argues that cricket should have a bigger place at Stretford

It is only me and a few others in this school that actually like to play cricket. To me, cricket is a
sport that has been passed as a homegrown sport. Pakistan has a great history of cricket and I
am Pakistani so that is why I like to play it.
I believe other people should play cricket because it allows you to socialise a lot more and also it
is a sport that gets you healthy just like any other sport. This sport is also a bit more relaxing
than any other sport as you are not always on the pitch and you do not always have to focus on
the game. For example: when you are waiting to go into bat you can be relaxed rather than
having to concentrate on the game the whole time.
You could start playing cricket from a local club, such as Stretford Cricket Club. Ali in year 8
started to play cricket last year and is enjoying it very much.
To start playing circket, you could start by going to training. After this you would get selected to
play games and from there play a slightly higher level called district. This is when you represent
a certain area. For example: Salford, Manchester etc. Then you get selected for a county, after
which you could get selected for England!
To me, cricket is a very intriguing sport and should definitely deserve some more attention at
Stretford High School.

Amaad Hussain

RACING

Luke and Tauseef write about one of their sporting heroes

You may not know Jim Clark but he is important to us because we think he
was the best Formula One racer of all time.
Jim Clark was the youngest of 5 children and the only boy. He was a
farmer before he became a professional racer. His first win was in 1960 in
the Netherlands and his final win was in 1968 in South Africa. Lotus (the
makers of his race cars) helped him take home the trophy for every race
he took part in. He took part in the Indianapolis 500 which he famously
won in 1965.
Jim Clark achieved 33 pole positions and won 25 races from his 72 Grand
Prix. We love Jim Clark because he is very famous and one of the best
ever racers in history. Clark was tragically killed in a racing accident in the
Hockenheimring race in West Germany at the age of 32. He has a
memorial sculpture in Kilmany.
Tauseef Mukadam | Luke Matthew

STEM CLUB
Science Week!

Stem club is the science club within our school. It is in Mr Mundy's classroom (0.29) and is
run by him and other science staff members such as Mr Malone and Miss Hughes. STEM
stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics, and the point of Stem Club
is to encourage people to become scientists. In Stem Club, we do new things every week,
for example one week we might be dissecting eyes and lungs and the next week building
a lighthouse. I personally enjoy Stem Club because I like learning a new thing every week
about science that I wouldn't normally learn.
One Year 7 student said, “I like doing practical experiments”, and a Year 8 student said, “I
enjoy stem club because we always do practicals and because all of my friends go”.
Another science thing that happened recently was Science Week! It started on the 9th of
March and ended on the 17th of March. During that week a lot of fun things happened. This
included lunch time activities, and a busking team that went around at breaktime on
Monday, Thursday and Friday. On the Wednesday there was an exhibition that had a Stem
Club stand. And there was also a trip for Year 7s to the Science and Industry Museum!

Alfie O'Shea

MUSIC

Rap and Grime: What's the Difference?

Rap and grime are very similar types of music, with some important differences. Rap
from 2001 was a lot faster then grime now. Grime is very hard to understand because the
singers are mainly mumbling and you can hardly hear what they are saying, whereas in
rap you can usually hear them clearly.
I have asked some of my fellow reporters their opinions on both rap and grime.
Tauseef Mukadam has told me “I don't really have an opinion on grime but I prefer rap
because it is faster and you can understand what they say.”
I did a survey on Stretford High students to find out their favourite kind of music. Only
one person liked grime, and five people (including me) like rap better. Seven people
didn't like either, so I asked them what type of music they preferred. They like genres
such as kpop, pop, classic rock, 80s or 90s bands, and post rock.
I generally think that rap has changed a lot over time. It started off as gangster rap. The
rappers known for this kind of music are: Dr Dre, Eminem, Tupac Shakur, Ice Cube, Snoop
Dogg, The Notorious B.I.G, JAY-Z and so many more started rapping at a young age.

Hannah Prophet

GAMING

Minecraft: better than Fortnite?

Fortnite is the popular game made by Epic games, a game development company which
has also made Unreal Engine, Gears of War and Infinity Blade. Recently though Fortnite's
spot as the best battle royale game has been challenged by Apex legends and Tetris 99
(which I think is objectively the best).
Minecraft was made in 2009 by Markus Persson, who sold his game to Microsoft and
became a billionaire. Both games have been called “the best games ever made” at
different times so i’m here to compare two of their game mode: Fortnite playground and
singleplayer.
Fortnite playground has a free building tool where you can build anything to your
imagination. Minecraft is similar, you can build to your imagination’s content. In Minecraft
there are many blocks to choose from, in Fortnite you have 3 types of buildings, you can’t
make your own design because they’re all prefab walls and things.
I tried building the same house in Minecraft and in Fortnite, to compare the two. The
house in Minecraft was way more detailed. I had lots more things to work with and could
make look nicer. I know what you’re thinking “but Fortnite is a battle royale game”,
well I’m sure you know Fortnite is also a zombie survival game where you build walls
around something to protect it and fend off the zombies. There was no PvP element until
they decided to make it battle royale.
An anonymous student said “Fortnite is well better than Minecraft because its free and
you can play together.” Another anonymous student said “Minecraft is better because
there is no shop and you don't need to buy skins, you can just change it.”
Lots of adults say that “Minecraft is better because it stimulates the brain and rewards
constructive thinking.” After comparing the two, I believe that Minecraft is better in the
building aspect of gameplay. People may prefer Fortnite if they like PvP, but Minecraft is
a better game for building.
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